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Many nanoparticles have short-range interactions relative to their size, and these interactions tend to
be ‘‘patchy’’ since the interatomic spacing is comparable to the nanoparticle size. For a dispersion
of such particles, it is nota priori obvious what mechanism will control the clustering of the
nanoparticles, and how the clustering will be affected by tuning various control parameters. To gain
insight into these questions, we perform molecular dynamics simulations of polyhedral
nanoparticles in a dense bead–spring polymer melt under both quiescent and steady shear
conditions. We explore the mechanism that controls nanoparticle clustering and find that the
crossover from dispersed to clustered states is consistent with the predictions for equilibrium
particle association or equilibrium polymerization, and that the crossover does not appear to match
the expectations for first-order phase separation typical for binary mixtures in the region of the phase
diagram where we can equilibrate the system. At the same time, we cannot rule out the possibility
of phase separation at a lower temperature. Utilizing the existing framework for dynamic clustering
transitions offers the possibility of more rationally controlling the dispersion and properties of
nanocomposite materials. Finally, we examine how nanocomposite rheology depends on the state of
equilibrium clustering. We find that the shear viscosity for dispersed configurations is larger than
that for clustered configurations, in contrast to expectations based on macroscopic colloidal
dispersions. We explain this result by the alteration of the polymer matrix properties in the vicinity
of the nanoparticles. We also show that shear tends to disperse clustered nanoparticle configurations





































The rapidly expanding study of organic/inorganic nan
composite materials offers the possibility of substantial i
provements in material properties, ranging from mechan
to electrical properties, with only very small amounts of i
organic additive dispersed in an organic matrix.1–3 Disper-
sion of nanoparticles—such as platelike nanoclays, na
tubes, or polyhedral nanoparticles—into a polymeric ma
can have a tremendous impact on the properties of polym
materials. Unfortunately, it often has proved difficult to for
stable dispersions of nanoparticles in polymer matric
slowing the rate of progress.
The proper characterization of these materials is furt
complicated by the fact that the physically relevant len
scales range from macroscopic to molecular dimensions
a result, simulations, or an analytic solution, of model na
systems that provide insight into basic scientific questi
and processes are an important tool to be exploited.
experimental complications that make quantifying parti
dispersion challenging pose no barrier to molecular simu
a!Present address: Department of Physics, Wesleyan University, Middlet














tions, which offer direct access to the particle coordina
from which the state of dispersion can be obtained and
molecular factors that control dispersion elucidated. Simu
tions thus provide an opportunity to quantify how thermod
namic and processing variables or parameters, such as
peratureT, loadingf, particle–polymer interaction strength
and shear, affect the state of dispersion and the bulk na
composite properties. Moreover, we expect that the part
clustering strongly affects nanocomposite properties and m
be an example of ubiquitous clustering phenomena—as
served in natural materials~e.g., wool, silk, cotton!, biologi-
cal systems~e.g., actin and fibrin!, and traditional condense
phase materials~e.g., thermo-reversible gels, colloidal su
pensions, equilibrium polymerization!.4–7 Hence it is valu-
able to analyze how clustering properties of nanocompos
fit in this broad range of systems, so that knowledge fr
these seemingly unrelated systems can be integrated to
the development of new nanostructured materials.
Given the range of possible nanoparticle interactio
there are a variety of possible mechanisms that might con
the clustering and dispersion of nanoparticles. It is noa
priori clear whether nanoparticle clustering should ar
from ordinary phase separation~first-order for noncritical






















































































1778 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 119, No. 3, 15 July 2003 Starr, Douglas, and Glotzerconcentrations! as is common in binary mixtures, or from
dynamic clustering, as in the self-organization of micelle8
that does not involve any thermodynamic discontinuity,
from some other unexpected mechanism. Simulation
help to distinguish the mechanism for dispersion in such s
tems, within the limitation of the model complexity and th
time and length scales accessible.
Previous simulations have elucidated the detai
changes in structure and dynamics that occur near a nano
ticle surface9–12 and possible mechanisms fo
reinforcement,13 and theoretical approaches used to mo
colloidal systems have been adapted to predict morpholo
of claylike nanocomposites.14 Building on these works, we
focus our attention on characterizing particle dispersion
bulk composite properties using molecular dynamics simu
tions of model nanoparticles embedded in a dense me
unentangled polymers. To capture the qualitative effects
atomic structure, the model nanoparticle consists of a col
tion of force sites bonded together to form an icosahed
particle, whose diameter is roughly equal to the radius
gyration of the surrounding chains. This model nanopart
resembles a C60 ‘‘Buckyball,’’ but with fewer facets. We
probe the effect of , T, and interaction strength on the sta
of particle dispersion. In doing so, we use specific heat, co
bined with the potential energy, as a reliable metric to in
cate the state of dispersion; similar experimental meas
ments may also be sensitive to particle clustering.
carefully characterize the particle clustering to determine
mechanism of dispersion. Our results suggest that the cr
over between clustered and dispersed states is not analo
to the phase separation of a binary mixture, which we ra
nalize by comparing with C60 and colloidal systems.
15,16The
nanoparticles appear to undergo a reversible and contin
crossover from dispersed to clustered states. The feature
the clustering, such as the specific heat behavior, are co
tent with the theoretical predictions made for the cluster
transition that occurs in equilibrium polymerization,17 pro-
viding a link between nanocomposite dispersion and sim
thermoreversible clustering transitions. By shearing equi
rium systems where the nanoparticles are initially cluste
or dispersed, we show how shear effects the state of dis
sion, and hence the positions of the clustering bounda
We also find that significant differences in viscosity of t
nanocomposite only appear at relatively high loading, wh
we speculate may be related to geometrical consideration
the nanoparticle filler.
We organize the paper as follows: In Sec. II we descr
the details of the simulation model and method. We focus
quantifying the factors that affect dispersion and the mec
nism controlling clustering in Sec. III. In Sec. IV we con
sider the effects of shear on the nanocomposite and the
sulting rheological properties.
II. SIMULATIONS
We perform molecular dynamics simulations of nanop
ticles in a dense polymer melt. We use a well-studied be
spring model18–20 which models polymers as chains
monomers. All monomer pairs interact via a Lennard-Jo









































the length scale parameter of the LJ potential, and shifted
that the potential and force both smoothly vanish at the c
off. Bonded monomers along a chain are connected vi





wherer is the distance between neighboring monomers,
k530 andR051.5 are adjustable parameters that have b
chosen as in Ref. 9. Since we do not aim to study a spe
polymer, we use reduced units in whichm5s5«51 ~« is
the LJ energy parameter andm is the monomer mass!. Simi-
larly, the length is in units ofs, the time in units ofsAm/«,
and the temperature in units of«/kB (kB is Boltzmann’s con-
stant!. In a number of the figures, we use error bars to r
resent the statistical uncertainty in the calculations; these
certainties are obtained from fluctuations of the tim
averages.
In prior work,9 a single nanoparticle was modeled as
collection of 356 LJ particles bonded together in an icosa
dral geometry. This geometry was chosen in order to cap
general features typical of both traditional filler particles,1,21
such as a primary carbon black particle, and nanoparticle
polyhedral geometry.2,22–25 To study many such nanopa
ticles in a dense melt at a reasonable loading would invo
O(105) particles, and hence would require extremely lar
amounts of CPU time, particularly given the slow dynam
involved in clustering or dispersing of the nanoparticle
While this is feasible for a few select systems, it would s
verely limit the scope of parameters we can explore.
As a compromise, we maintain icosahedral geome
but use only 13 LJ particles—one at each of the 12 verti
of the icosahedron, and one at the center. The resulting ic
hedron has a diameter approximately equal to the radiu
gyration of the chains comprising the melt. Assuming a r
sonable value fors'1 nm, this corresponds to a nanopa
ticle with an approximate diameter of 3 nm. The interacti
strength between nanoparticle sites is«pp52, and the inter-
action strength between the particle sites and monomer
the chains«mp is varied to explore the role of polymer–
nanoparticle interactions on clustering. Similar results
possible by holding polymer–nanoparticle interactions fix
while varying the interactions between nanoparticles. T
dominant factor controlling clustering is the ratio«mp/«pp;
however, the details will depend on which parame
is varied.
To maintain the icosahedral shape, the particle at e
vertex is bonded to the 5 neighboring vertices and the cen




Between vertices, we take the bond strengthk560 and the
preferred bond lengthr 0 we take to be the minimum of the
force-shifted Lennard-Jones potential, approximately 21/6.
We choose the harmonic potential because it allows to ea
choose the preferred bond distance to equal the prefe
Lennard-Jones distance, further ensuring the stability of
icosahedral shape. For bonds between the vertices and
central particle, we use Eq.~2! with the same value ofk, but







1779J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 119, No. 3, 15 July 2003 Particle clustering in a polymer compositeFIG. 1. ~Color! Color map of the
value of the nanoparticle potential en
ergy for a test monomer a distance 1
from the particle center. Low energy i
blue, and high energy is red. The re
regions coincide with the location o
the particles at the vertices, while th
‘‘sticky’’ blue regions correspond to





































ibleslightly smaller preferred bond length, equal to the radius
the sphere circumscribed around the icosahedron08
51/4(1012A5)1/2r 0 . The resulting particles have som
flexibility, but are largely rigid.
While these particles are highly symmetric, the prese
of discrete force sites at the vertices results in ‘‘patchine
of the nanoparticle surface, as illustrated in Fig. 1 by a co
map of the potential between the nanoparticle and a
monomer a distance of 1.7 from the center of the nano
ticle. We expect such patchiness for real nanoparticles s
the interatomic spacing of the constituent atoms of the na
particle is significant compared with its size. For the ico
hedral nanoparticles we model, this leads to a relative en
minimum when a monomer of a chain or other nanopart
approaches the center of a face of the icosahedron. Liq
with such directional interactions often exhibit rich cluste
ing and association properties, as we will report here. Gi
the polyhedral structure and van der Waals interactions
tween nanoparticles, we expect their properties to be sim
to those of C60 Buckyballs.
We simulate systems with 400 chains ofM510 mono-
mers each~a total ofN54000 monomers! containing 15, 32,
64, or 125 nanoparticles, corresponding to a loading 0.
,f,0.289; we definef[Np /(N1Np), whereNp is the
total number of force sites comprising the nanoparticles. T
systems are prepared by first equilibrating the pure melt,



















out the melt into which the nanoparticles are inserted. T
system is then allowed to relax to temperatureT52.0 and
pressureP51.0, where the desiredP andT are obtained by
using the simple Berendsen scaling method.27 We choose a
relatively highT because the time scale on which the nan
particles cluster or disperse is extremely long compared
the diffusion time of the monomers, which increases rapi
with decreasingT. From this equilibration phase, we obta
the average densitŷr& at aT51 andP51.
We run subsequent production simulations at a fixedr,
corresponding tôr& obtained in the constant pressure equ
bration step. Hence, the results we report are NVT simu
tions with ^P&NVT51.0, andT is controlled using the Nose–
Hoover method ~details below!. These equilibrated
configurations are also used as starting configurations
different T at the samef and«mp; we must repeat both the
thermal and pressure relaxation to achieve the new eq
brated state. Equilibration typically requires a minimum
107 time steps even at highT, because the dynamics of pa
ticle clustering or dispersion are extremely slow. Product
runs to gather thermodynamic or dynamic properties
typically just as long, and sometimes significantly long
since large fluctuations near the crossover from disperse
clustered states require very large data samples to obtai
liable time averages.
The equations of motion are integrated via the revers


































































1780 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 119, No. 3, 15 July 2003 Starr, Douglas, and Glotzertime step algorithm to improve simulation speed;26 we use a
basic time step of 0.002, and use a velocity Verlet version
rRESPA with the forces separated into bonded~fast! and
nonbonded~slow! components. For each update of the no
bonded forces, there are three updates of the bond fo
The temperature in production runs is controlled using
Nose–Hoover method.27 We select the ‘‘mass’’ of the ther
mostatQ56NT/v2 where v5234.09 is the intrinsic fre-
quency obtained from a theoretical calculation for a fa
centered cubic LJ system,28 a natural frequency for the hea
bath. To study the effects of shear, we use a nonequilibr
molecular dynamics~NEMD! algorithm that solves the
SLLOD equations of motion for a system under planar C
ette flow.29 We limit ourselves to relatively low shear rate
ġ&0.5 since larger shear rates require a very small time
to avoid breaking polymer bonds, which causes the sim
tion to be unstable. Such effects can also be avoided by u
a stronger coupling constant in the FENE bond potential,
this again requires the use of very small time steps.30 The
NEMD runs vary in length from 23106 at high shear rates
where viscosity fluctuations are small, to 107 time steps at




The state of dispersion is affected by a number of f
tors, including particle loading, interparticle interactions, a
temperature. Before we can explore the relative importa
of these control parameters, we first must have a relia
metric to determine the state of dispersion. Indeed, a gen
reliable, and simple measurement of particle dispersion
significant experimental barrier to the development of n
nanoparticle materials. In the context of simulations, we c
not solve this problem, but we can offer some insights i
quantities that are significantly affected by the state of d
persion. Below, we show that dispersion can be character
both by structural criteria, such as scattering functions,
well as thermodynamic measures, such as specific heat
tentially accessible to experiments.
The most obvious way to determine the state of part
dispersion is visual; since we have direct access to the
ticle coordinates, we can easily visualize the nanopartic
without the distraction of the surrounding polymer matr
While this is the ‘‘ultimate’’ test we use, our aim is to iden
tify a simple and reliable measure of particle dispersi
Given that the morphology of the system is significantly d
ferent for clustered and dispersed states, one possibility
use an explicit measure of structure, such as the pair co
lation functiong(r ) or the structure factorS(q) ~which are
related via a Fourier transform!. While we will consider the
behavior of such measures, our goal is to use a single
merical value representative of the degree of clustering.
Computer simulations of simple liquids have shown th
the potential energyU is strongly sensitive to changes
local packing.31 Simulation offers the advantage that the p
tential energy, including the components due to each spe




































sion changes, the most significant changes in potential
ergy are expected in the particle–particleUpp and monomer–
particleUmp components ofU, which reflect the difference
in the number of particle–particle or particle–monomer co
tacts in the system. We will focus onUpp, sensitive to the
number of particle–particle contacts. To remove triv
changes inUpp due to changingf we focus on the potentia
energy per force siteupp[Upp/Np .
To illustrate the effectiveness of the measure, we m
compare the behavior ofupp in clustered and disperse
states. To vary the state of dispersion, we vary the loadinf
of nanoparticles in the system, since the limits off50 and
f51 must correspond to disperse and clustered states
spectively. Figure 2~a! showsupp at four loadings at fixed
T52.0 and«mp51.3; increasingf leads to a decrease inupp
as relatively more contacts are made, consistent with
expectations. To confirm that the results of Fig. 2~a! imply
the existence of clustered and dispersed states, we sh
snapshot of the system at loading fractionsf50.046 and
0.172 in Fig. 3; the nanoparticles are well dispersed at lowf,
while they are clustered at largef. It is interesting to note
that in the clustered configuration (f50.172), a few of the
nanoparticles are dispersed. This visually demonstrates
dynamic nature of the clustering that we will discuss in de
in the next section.
While these results are consistent with our expectati
regarding particle clustering, it is unclear from Fig. 2~a! how
to determine an approximate ‘‘boundary’’ between the clu
tered and dispersed states. To address these considera
we consider the potential energy fluctuationsdupp[upp
2^upp&, which are thermodynamically quantified by the sp







At the largest and smallest loading, there are little fluctu
tions in potential energy, since the ‘‘phases’’ are high
stable. However, for parameter values between the limit
FIG. 2. ~a! A nanoparticle–nanoparticle component of the potential ene
upp at fixedT52.0 and«mp51.3. ~b! The specific heat due to nanopartic
interactionscV
pp shows a clear maximum that can be used as an approxim





























1781J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 119, No. 3, 15 July 2003 Particle clustering in a polymer compositestates, particles can aggregate into small, short-lived clus
resulting in large fluctuations in potential energy, and he
largecV
pp. To illustrate this, we plotcV
pp for the same loadings
as upp in Fig. 2~b!, and find a pronounced maximum at in
termediate loading. We emphasize that these results are
adequate to establish the nature of the transition; in the
section we carefully address this question. While the ex
location of the maximum is not clear from this plot, th
results illustrate that we can identify both the state of part
clustering, as well as the approximate boundary between
FIG. 3. ~a! ~Color! A simulation snapshot forf50.046 to identify that the
nanoparticles in this system are well-dispersed.~b! A snapshot atf
50.172 showing the clustering of the nanoparticles. The chains are tr
parent to avoid obscuring the nanoparticles. The small red spheres repr







states by examiningupp andcV
pp. These measures will be ou
primary tools for determining the degree of particle clust
ing. The drawback is that it cannot be easily probed exp
mentally, due to the relative contributions to specific he
from the matrix versus the nanoparticle.
Given the dramatic difference in the visual appearan
of clustered and dispersed states, traditional experime





eiq•(r j 2rk), ~4!
must also reflect the difference. Indeed, Fig. 4~a! shows that
S(q) of the centers of mass of the nanoparticles in the cl
tered configurations at smallq is much larger than for dis-
perse configurations. This can be understood from the
that, for dispersed configurations, the nanoparticle densit
more spatially homogeneous than for clustered configu
tions. At largerq, we see oscillations inS(q) for the clus-
tered system, similar to a liquid; for the dispersed syste
S(q) rapidly approaches 1, similar to the behavior of a g
While S(q) is an unambiguous tool to distinguish structu
at the extremes of dispersion and clustering, it require
range of q and, from an experimental standpoint, is on
practical at a limited number of facilities. Additionally, ther
s-
ent
FIG. 4. ~a! The structure factorS(q) between the nanoparticle centers
mass. Clustered configurations show liquidlike behavior, with the addi
of a strong increase at smallq due to longer range order.~b! The pair































1782 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 119, No. 3, 15 July 2003 Starr, Douglas, and Glotzeris no clear way to delineate the approximate boundary
tween clustered and dispersed states usingS(q), as there is
with cV
pp. HencecV
pp appears to be both simpler and mo
effective thanS(q) at identifying the state of particle clus
tering. We also show the pair correlation functiong(r ), de-
fined by the Fourier transform ofS(q)21 in Fig. 4~b!, which
shows the real space correlation of the nanoparticle cen
B. Effect of interactions
Particle clustering can be induced in a variety of wa
such as increasingf, as in the previous section, by varyin
interaction, or changingT. The interaction between nanopa
ticles and the surrounding polymer matrix is likely the mo
important factor controlling the state of dispersion. Mor
over, varying polymer–nanoparticle interactions while kee
ing f fixed enables us to characterize the clustering prop
ties of the nanocomposite without trivial clustering due
increasingf. Varying «mp has much the same effect of clu
tering as varyingT, not surprising sinceT is defined in terms
of «. However, varying«mp while holdingT fixed eliminates
trivial changes in thermal energy that can obscure change
properties due to the state of particle clustering. It is alre
appreciated that clustering occurs for sufficiently we
monomer–particle interactions, as well as for very stro
particle–particle interactions. For the relatively simple s
tem we study, our aim is to determine the range of inter
tions for which clustering or dispersion occurs, and to furth
characterize the crossover between these states.
To carefully characterize the nature of the crosso
from clustered to dispersed states, we vary the strength o
monomer–particle interaction strength«mp and monitor the
state of dispersion usingupp and cV
pp while holding fixedf
50.094 andT52.0. Figure 5~a! showsupp is nearly constant
approaching the limits of the parameters explored, a
makes a relatively abrupt crossover between two extre
FIG. 5. ~a! The nanoparticle component of the potential energy, clea
showing the crossover between clustered~low upp) and dispersed~high upp)
states. Since theT is held constant, changes inupp are dominated by the
clustering of the nanoparticles.~b! The specific heatcV
pp maximum provides



















over a narrow range 1.25,«mp,1.35. Visual inspection of
the configurations~Fig. 6! at the extreme values of«mp con-
firms that the low values ofupp correspond to clustered
states, while the larger values correspond to dispersed
figurations. Hence, for this (T,f), «mp needs to be only
slightly stronger than«[1 ~the monomer–monomer interac
tions! for the particles to disperse.
y
is-
FIG. 6. ~Color! Simulation snapshots of forT52.0 and f50.046. ~a!
shows that the nanoparticles are clustered for a relatively weak interac
«mp51.0. Similarly, ~b! shows that dispersion occurs for«mp51.5. The
chains are transparent to avoid obscuring the nanoparticles. The sma











































































1783J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 119, No. 3, 15 July 2003 Particle clustering in a polymer compositeThe range over which the crossover occurs is m
clearly shown bycV
pp @Fig. 5~b!#. If dispersion were to be
analogous to the phase separation of a binary mixture,
would expect thatupp andcV
pp would exhibit a discontinuity,
provided we do not follow a path through the critical poin
However, because of the finite size of our system, we exp
rounding of the transition, and hence the absence of a
continuity here cannot rule out a first-order phase transi
in the thermodynamic limit.32 However, if the transition were
first order, we would expect hysteresis in the vicinity of t
transition—i.e., in a narrow region near the transition o
results would depend on in which direction we approach
transition. We tested this possibility, and found no eviden
of hysteresis; such hysteresis can also be suppressed
weak magnitude of the transition and finite size effec
These results suggests the transition is not first order, but
results are not conclusive; we provide more evidence s
porting this possibility in the next section when we consid
the specific heat of our system in relation to the pattern
behavior expected for phase separation. We also point
that our results do not, of course, preclude the existence
first-order transition in a region of the phase diagram that
cannot explore due to the extremely slow relaxation of
system at lowerT.
As we mentioned at the beginning of this work, it is n
obvious whether clustering in our nanoparticle system sho
occur via a phase transition or by an equilibrium~or non-
equilibrium! clustering process. We can rationalize the p
sible suppression of a first-order thermodynamic phase t
sition by focusing on the relative size of a nanoparticle~the
excluded volume! and the range of interactions. In colloid
systems it has been found that an ordinary liquid–gas t
sition can be suppressed, depending on the ratio of the h
core diametersHS of the colloidal particle to the ranged of
attraction induced by the depletion forces resulting from
polymers tethered to the particle surface.16 For values of
d/sHS&0.3 the ordinary liquid–gas transition is pushed
very low T, and is typically absent from the stable pha
diagram. While the nanoparticles we use consist of a col
tion of individual LJ particles in an icosahedral arrangeme
we can estimate the approximate hard-core diameter by
distance at whichg(r ) between the nanoparticle centers b
comes nonzero; from this we obtainsHS'2.5. While the LJ
particles at the nanoparticle surface have a range of attrac
that extends tor 52.5 from the nanoparticle surface, the a
traction is already reduced by an order of magnitude ar
'1.7. Subtracting the approximate core size of a LJ parti
we obtain the ranged'0.7. Hence the ratiod/sHS
'0.7/2.5 0.28, and so it is possible to expect that a liquid
gas-like transition would be suppressed, either completel
to very low T. By way of comparison, simulations of
model of C60, qualitatively similar to the nanoparticles w
simulate, have shown that the phase diagram lacks a s
liquid–gas transition; the transition appears to be suppre
to the metastable regime at lowT, where the the solid phas
is most stable.15
If the crossover between clustered and dispersed stat
not a simple phase transition, how can we characterize it?




































weight average cluster sizeS. We define a cluster as th
collection of neighboring nanoparticles, where a pair
nanoparticles are considered neighboring if their center
center separation<3.96, the location of the first minimum o
the nanoparticle pair distribution functiong(r ) in the maxi-
mally clustered states~i.e., «mp51.0), as shown in Fig. 4~b!.
We showS/Nn in Fig. 7~a!, whereNn is the number of nano-
particles~distinct from Np , the total number of force site
comprising the nanoparticles!. We normalize byNn since
S/Nn→1 when particles are in a single cluster, independ
of the loading fraction. Figure 7~a! quantitatively shows tha
particles are relatively well-dispersed at large«mp with S
'3.5 due to occasional contacts between the nanopartic
this asymptotic value ofS must depend onf. At the opposite
extreme, particles are almost entirely clustered in a sin
cluster at«mp51. The crossover between these states h
pens rapidly precisely in the range wherecV
pp has a maxi-
mum, justifying the identification of the maximum ofcV
pp as
an approximate boundary between clustered and disp
states. While our results indicateS/Nn→1 when clustering
occurs, there may be significant finite size effects. Given
relatively small number of nanoparticles we can simulate
is possible that there is maximum characteristic cluster s
that does not involve all of the nanoparticles.
In many systems,33 clustering occurs through an intrin
sically nonequilibrium process. In other words, once clust
ing occurs it is irreversible. Here the clustering is therma
reversible, and hence is a purely equilibrium phenomenon
such a case, the clusters must be dynamic, and thus ther
characteristic lifetime of the ‘‘bond’’ between nanoparticl
~where by ‘‘bond’’ we simply mean that nanoparticles neig
bor each other according to the definition of the previo
paragraph!. We can quantify this by calculating the probab
ity P(t) that an initially bonded pair is bonded a timet later.
We then define the characteristic lifetimetR that a pair is
neighboring byP(t5tR)5e
21, the relaxation time ofP(t).
If the relaxation is exponential,tR corresponds to the ex
pected formP(t)}exp(2t/tR). However, when the cluster
FIG. 7. ~a! Cluster sizeS/Nn normalized by the number of nanoparticles.~b!
The characteristic lifetimetR of a bond between nanoparticles demonstr









































1784 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 119, No. 3, 15 July 2003 Starr, Douglas, and Glotzerare longer lived,P(t) ~not shown! tends to be better de
scribed by a stretched exponentialP(t)}exp(2t/tR)
b. Figure
7~b! shows tR increases dramatically when large cluste
start to form, but R remains finite even when nanoparticl
are nearly completely clustered, demonstrating the equ
rium nature of the clustering. Similar equilibrium clusterin
has been documented for dipolar fluids in the absence of
der Waals attractions.34
We calculate the clustering behavior at fixedT52.0 with
variable«mp for additional values of by monitoringupp and
cV
pp. For eachf, we define the approximate boundary«mp*
between clustered and dispersed states by the value of«mp
wherecV
pp is maximum. In this way, we obtain the clusterin
boundary in the («mp, f! plane. Figure 8 shows the resultin
‘‘clustering diagram.’’ We find that the boundary has an a
proximate exponential shape. The inset of Fig. 8 shows
f;exp~2E0 /«mp* !, ~5!
with E0517.7.E0 provides a measure of the thermodynam
energy parameter controlling particle interactions. Note t
E0 should differ from«mp, since E0 is a thermodynamic
measure that encompasses the cumulative effects cause
all of the specific interparticle interactions. This parame
characterizes the clustering transition, much like
x-parameter characterizes ordinary phase separation in p
mer blends. The origin and relevance of this appar
Arrhenius behavior will become apparent in the followin
section when we discuss theT dependence of the nanopa
ticle clustering.
C. Effect of temperature
The parameter most easily tuned in experimental or p
cessing conditions is the temperature. Hence, it is of crit
importance to understand the effect ofT on clustering. Gen-
erally speaking, increasedT favors states of higher entropy
The question then becomes the following: what configu
tions have a higher entropy? Dispersed nanoparticles are
ordered, and so we expect such configurations have a hi
entropy, and thus will be favored asT increases. However, i
the nanoparticle loading is large, ordering of the nanop
FIG. 8. ~a! The ‘‘clustering diagram’’ of the nanoparticles, as a function
«mp andf. The boundary of the shaded region is determined by fitting
















ticles might increase entropy, as is the case with the crys
lization of colloidal systems. Additionally, there are a varie
of complex systems for which increasing temperature
result in clustering, due to matrix properties.35
To build upon the observations of the previous secti
Fig. 9 showsupp as a function of«mp along three different
isothermal paths. The crossover between clustered and
persed states occurs over a narrower range of«mp with de-
creasingT. Here again we estimate the boundary«mp* in the
(T, «mp) plane between clustered and dispersed states f
the location of the maximum incV
pp. Figure 10 clearly shows
that increasing«mp or T favors particle dispersion, sugges
ing that the parameters may serve largely complemen
roles for determining the clustering state. This is expect
sinceT is defined in terms of«; given that there are 3 inde
pendent interaction parameters in the system,T and«mp are
not directly interchangeable. Below, we exploit the similar
in the behavior ofT and«mp to explain the exponential be
havior shown in the inset of Fig. 8.
eFIG. 9. Potential energyupp as a function of the coupling to the matrix
«mp. The symbols are:T52.0 ~d!, 1.5 ~j!, and 1.0~l!. The lines are a
guide for the eye.
FIG. 10. The clustering diagram showing theT and«mp dependence for a
fixed loading fraction. Increasing eitherT or «mp favors dispersion. The




















































1785J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 119, No. 3, 15 July 2003 Particle clustering in a polymer compositeTo further probe the effects ofT on the clustering prop-
erties, we simulate systems at variableT for a fixed value of
«mp51.3 at eachf. This allows us to decouple the effects
T from changes in the attraction between the nanoparti
and the polymers. Moreover, since models of particle cl
tering commonly focus on (T, f! dependence, this offers a
opportunity to explore the possible connections with th
models. In Fig. 11 we show the behavior ofupp andcV
pp as a
function ofT for several loadings. As expected, increasingT
favors dispersed states. However, the crossover betwee
states is not as clear fromupp due to changes in the therm
vibrational energy. The crossover can be made cleare
subtracting the harmonic approximation to the vibratio
energy given by 3kBT/2. The crossover is most clearl
shown bycV
pp, which again shows a maximum, facilitatin
the identification of the clustering boundary. A further exam
nation of the behavior of the boundary is key to establish
the nature of the crossover between clustered and dispe
states.
We approximate the temperatureT* of the boundary be-
tween clustered and dispersed states from the location o
maximum incV
pp. Figure 12 shows the boundary is positive
sloped, indicating that clustering occurs for largef and low
T. Comparing the behavior of the amplitude and location
the maximum of cV
pp provides us with further evidenc
against phase separation via a first-order transition. From
shape of the boundary shown in Fig. 12, we see that, if
clustering mechanism were analogous to binary phase s
ration, the critical point must be at somef.0.3; at a critical
f, the specific heat must diverge, although the diverge
can be quite weak.36 However, we can see from Fig. 11~b!
that the amplitude of the peak incV
pp decreasesand becomes
broader as we increase toward the possible critical valu
f. For a binary system with a first-order phase transition,
amplitude of the peak in specific heat should increase as
approach the critical concentration, as observed in
mixtures37 and pure systems.38
FIG. 11. ~a! Potential energyupp and~b! specific heatcV
pp as a function ofT
for loadingsf50.046~s!, 0.094~h!, 0.172~L!, and 0.289~n!. Nanopar-
ticles are clustered for lowupp , and the approximate boundary betwe
clustered and dispersed states is given by the maximum incV
pp . The lines are



















The decrease in the amplitude of thecV
pp peak with
increasing f is consistent with the predicted behavi
for an associating system.17 The model of equilibrium
polymerization17 specifically predicts that the loci of specifi
heat maxima should shift location according to
f;exp~2E1 /T* !. ~6!
The exponential temperature dependence derives from
Arrhenius temperature dependence of the rate constants
scribing the association and dissociation rate constants o
equilibrium particle association. We plot the clusterin
boundary in the inset of Fig. 12 to test for consistency w
Eq. ~6!. Within the limits of uncertainty in our data, the clus
tering boundary can be described by Eq.~6!, from which we
obtain E156.9. These findings suggest that the cluster
transition in our system, and presumably in many similar r
nanocomposite systems, is controlled by the same me
nism as simple associating systems. This observation
vides a framework for rationalizing the behavior of ma
nanoparticle systems, which should in turn aid in the con
of dispersion and nanocomposite properties.
As a final note, we point out that similarity to the pre
dictions of dynamic clustering offers an explanation for t
exponential behavior of the location of the maximum ofcV
pp
observed as a function of«mp, sinceT and«mp play comple-
mentary roles. The difference is the values ofE0 andE1 in
Eqs. ~5! and ~6!; specifically, E0.E1 , indicating that the
clustering transition is more sensitive to changes in
polymer–matrix interaction strength thanT. Indeed, we
know thatE0ÞE1 from the fact that the boundary in Fig. 1
is not linear. The values ofE0 andE1 may provide a useful
point of departure to relate more mean-field approache
the detailed model used here.
IV. NANOCOMPOSITE RHEOLOGY
In the previous section, we gained some understand
of the mechanisms controlling particle dispersion in equil
rium. The behavior of nanocomposites under processing c
FIG. 12. The ‘‘clustering diagram’’ of the nanoparticles, as a function oT
andf. The boundary of the shaded region is determined by fitting the po
using Eq.~6!, shown in the inset. Note the similarity to the (T, f! depen-














































1786 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 119, No. 3, 15 July 2003 Starr, Douglas, and Glotzerditions, where the system may experience strong shea
also of critical importance. Hence, in this section, we foc
on the effect of shear on nanocomposite clustering, as we
the effect of nanoparticle loading on the viscosityh.
One of the motivating factors behind the developmen
nanocomposite materials is the fact that substantial impro
ments in material properties can be obtained with very sm
amounts of added nanoparticles. Hence it is of great inte
to examine how varyingf affects an important rheologica
property like viscosityh. We showh as a function of for
fixed ġ50.01—small enough that the fluid is Newtonian~as
we will soon show!. Viscosityh(ġ)5^Pxy&/ġ, where^Pxy&
is the average of the component of the pressure tensor a
the flow and gradient directions of the shear. The error b
on h indicate uncertainty due to fluctuations in time avera
ing; these fluctuations decrease with increasingġ.
Figure 13 demonstrates that systems with well disper
nanoparticles have larger viscosity. Previous studies9,11 have
shown thath is expected to increase as«mp increases, and
thus it is not immediately clear whether the increase in v
cosity shown in Fig. 13 is simply a result of the change
interaction strength, or ifh is also sensitive to the differenc
in particle clustering.
To address this question, we first calculateh as a func-
tion of «mp for fixed f50.172—the loading fraction wher
we can first discern a difference inh between clustered an
dispersed states. Figure 14~a! shows thath appears to ap-
proach nearly constant values at«mp51 and 1.5, with a
gradual crossover around«mp'1.3. In addition, we show the
cV
pp of the sheared systems in Fig. 14~b!, indicating the cross-
over in clustering behavior occurs in the same range of«mp
that h changes between asymptotic regimes. Hence our
sults suggest thath is in fact more sensitive to the state
particle clustering than to«mp. Interactions must play a role
in h, but this effect is less obvious here than in previo
studies9,11 since we vary«mp over a narrower range.
Why should particle dispersion result in increased v
cosity? From hydrodynamic considerations, one expects
opposite effect—that a large, and extended rigid body e
bedded in a fluid results in a greater viscosity than a disp
collection of small rigid bodies.39 However, we previously
FIG. 13. Viscosityh as a function of nanoparticle loadingf for a fixed
shear rateġ50.01. Note thatġ is small enough that initially clustered



















showed that the clusters formed are dynamic in nature,
hence are not rigid. Moreover, changes in the polymer
namics near the nanoparticle surface are known to play
important role in viscosity changes; previously we found th
attractive surface interactions lead to a slowing of dynam
near the surface, which in turn results in an increas
viscosity.9 For a fully dispersed configuration, the amount
exposed nanoparticle surface grows linearly with the num
of nanoparticles; if clustering occurs, the amount of expo
surface grows sublinearly relative to the number of particl
Therefore, if the changes inh are proportional to the amoun
of exposed nanoparticle surface, thenh should be larger for
well-dispersed configurations than for clustered configu
tions. The correlation with the exposed surface a
A—which we estimate by the fraction of nanoparticle for
sites in contact with a chain—is demonstrated by Fig. 14~c!.
We define contact to mean that the separation betwee
monomer and a nanoparticle force site is,1.5, in accord
with the first minimum of the pair distribution function. W
point out that the large change inA does not match exactly
with the large change inh, suggesting that there remain le
pronounced hydrodynamic effects that we cannot explain
the present time. Some progress in accounting for hydro
FIG. 14. ~a! Viscosity h as a function of«mp at fixed T52.0 and f
50.172. ~b! Specific heat calculated according to Eq.~3! for the sheared
configurations~circles, solid line! and equilibrium configurations~squares,
broken line!. Note the shift in the maximum, and its location compared w
the crossover in the behavior ofh. ~c! The fraction of nanoparticle force
sites in contact with a polymer, an estimate of the exposed surface areA.
















































































1787J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 119, No. 3, 15 July 2003 Particle clustering in a polymer compositenamic effects on viscosity in a system with a single nanop
ticle has been made,11 but these results do not account f
changes due to clustering in multinanoparticle systems.
We also point out that Fig. 13 shows that the differenc
in viscosity are extremely small forf&0.15—well above
loadings that are expected to be relevant for nanocompo
applications. There are variety of possible sources for
large loading that is needed to obtain significant differen
in h, such as the nanoparticle geometry and the comple
of the interactions. Given the expected importance of surf
area, simulations of claylike plate nanoparticles using
same interactions as used for the nanoparticles have
conducted; the surface-to-volume ratio of a single plate
nanofillers is far greater than for a nearly spherical nanop
ticle. Preliminary results from these simulations show t
differences inh comparable to the largestf studied here can
be obtained with onlyf'5%.40 This supports the impor
tance of nanoparticle surface area, and hence the prope
of the interfacial polymers, on the ultimate bulk propertie
The aspect ratio may also play a key role, since the ability
the sheet to diffuse through the melt is dramatically differ
in the directions perpendicular and parallel to the sheet n
mal. These are areas for future investigation.
Our results forcV
pp indicate a shift in the clustering dia
gram under shear. Figure 14~b! shows cV
pp for both the
sheared and equilibrium systems. While the appropriate d
nition of cV
pp in a nonequilibrium system is not clear, w
present it simply as an indication of the fluctuations in na
particle potential energy, and hence the fluctuations in na
particle contacts. By comparing the results for the syste
with and without shear, it is clear that shearing expands
region where particles tend to disperse. Indeed, for cluste
configurations near the crossover point, sufficient shear
disperse the particles. Hence, shear favors particle dispe
in this system.
Finally, we considerh as a function of the shear rateġ
for the same equilibrium state points (f50.172, T52.0)
with monomer–particle interaction strengths«mp51.0 and
1.5. This allows us to test for differences in the response
shear that result from the state of equilibrium clustering. F
ure 15 showsh as a function ofġ. The composite ap-
proaches Newtonian behavior~i.e., h independent ofġ) for



























small ġ, while for ġ*1022, shear thinning occurs. Suc
thinning is expected since a pure melt of 10-mer chains
known to undergo shear thinning in this range,30 largely due
to alignment of these short, unentangled chains. The vis
ity of the dispersed configuration is larger than that of t
clustered configuration over the range ofġ studied, although
at largerġ the difference is small. The viscosity difference
expected since we are far from any phase boundary,
hence the dispersions~or clusters! are highly stable. How-
ever, since we have observed shear induced dispersion
systems near the clustering transition line, we thus exp
that sufficiently large shear will disperse even the high
stable equilibrium clusters.
V. CONCLUSION
We have investigated the mechanism of nanopart
clustering in a simple model polymer nanocomposite, as w
as the interplay between clustering and the shear viscosit
the system. The crossover between clustered and dispe
states is consistent with the predictions made for part
association by a thermoreversible process, and hence
not seem to match with expectations of phase separation
binary mixture, over the temperature range consider
While this suggests that the nanoparticle clustering is akin
equilibrium polymerization, we also point out that, witho
appropriate finite size studies, our results cannot rule out
possibility that the nanoparticles are crystallizing, as occ
in micelle systems above a certain volume fraction8 a d pro-
tein solutions.41 While further study is still needed, we be
lieve that the patchiness of the potential plays an import
role in these results. It has been argued that such patchi
is crucial in the self-assembly of globular proteins in
higher-order structures;42 these proteins have a size similar
nanoparticles, and exhibit relatively short range interactio
relative their size, like the nanoparticles simulated he
Aside from thermodynamic considerations, the dynamics
the nanoparticle clustering and break-up remains an o
question, although some progress has been made in thi
rection for clay systems.43 From the standpoint of molecula
simulation, this is a particularly challenging aspect, given
very slow dynamics of the nanoparticle clustering. Howev
by exploiting the similarity of clustering with simpler asso
ciating systems, a better approach may be to focus on
clustering dynamics of simple systems, where longer ti
scales are more accessible.
Symmetric nanoparticles are one of the simpler e
amples of nanoscale additives to polymeric materials. Gi
the burgeoning activity with exfoliated clay sheets and c
bon nanotubes, it is critical that future studies focus on h
geometry affects the clustering properties in these syste
The factors that control sheet stacking or fiber bundling m
be markedly different from what we have observed. As m
tioned in the previous section, it appears that the surface
volume and the aspect ratios play as crucial a role as dis
sion in the rheological properties. Finally, future studi
should also consider the effects of ionic and bonding int
actions that could lead to significant changes in the mec
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